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NITZAVIM

ACCOUNTABILITY

AND ACCESSIBILITY

On the last day of Moshe Rabbeinu’s life, he initiates the en-

tire community into a covenant with Hashem. In his final address,

he hopes to instill in every Jew the courage and strength to serve

Hashem.1 Toward the end of the parashah, we find the following

fascinating passage:

For this commandment that I command you today – it is not
hidden from you and it is not distant. It is not in heaven, [for
you] to say, “Who can ascend to the heaven for us and take it for
us, so that we may listen to it and perform it?” Nor is it across
the sea, [for you] to say, “Who can cross to the other side of the
sea for us and take it for us, so that we can listen to it and per-
form it?” Rather the matter is very near to you – in your mouth
and your heart – to perform it.2

The obvious question is the following: to which mitzvah does

this passage refer? One opinion argues that this verse alludes to

1 Talelei Chaim, p. 727.

2 Devarim 30:11-14.
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teshuvah (repentance),due to the preceding verse: אלוקיך'כי תשוב אל ה

(when you shall return to Hashem your God).3 This view is also

supported by the fact that the three elements of the mitzvah of

teshuvah (namely – regret, confession, and resolution) directly cor-

respond with the three components mentioned in the conclusion of

this passage: “in your mouth” (verbal confession), “in your heart”

(emotion of regret) and “to perform it” (commitment to improve

our actions).4

An alternate interpretation is that “this commandment” of

parashas Nitzavim refers to the whole Torah. Our Sages explain

that the world exists for the sake of Torah in the broader sense of

a Torah lifestyle. The three pillars of Jewish life are Torah study,

prayer, and acts of kindness.5 In our verse above, “in your mouth”

alludes to learning Torah. “In your heart” corresponds to prayer,

which is called “service of the heart.” Acts of kindness are reflect-

ed in the phrase “to perform it”.

Whether it refers to teshuvah or Torah, this passage is unchar-

acteristically verbose. The Torah’s language is usually concise, yet

here the reader finds two hypothetical questions that seem super-

fluous. The Torah articulates the Jewish people’s potential doubt

in their ability to fulfill the mitzvah at hand. “Who can ascend to

the heaven for us and take it for us? Who can cross to the other

side of the sea for us and take it for us?” The Torah could have

described the accessibility of the mitzvah in a simpler way: “It is

not in heaven, nor is it across the sea; rather it is very near to

you.” What does Hashem convey with this questioning format?

Why does the Torah go to such lengths to demonstrate that this

commandment in within reach?

3 Devarim 30:10.

4 Rabbi Asher Weiss on the Parashah, p. 302.

5 Pirkei Avos 1:2.
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In addition to analyzing the Torah’s linguistic style in this

passage, it is perhaps even more important to consider the validity

of the argument itself. The text seems to present the claim that

this mitzvah (whether Torah or teshuvah) is very straightforward.

One may ask, is it really as easy as it sounds? Do we feel that im-

provement in avodas Hashem comes so effortlessly? Most of us do

not feel that way. Spiritual growth requires effort and commit-

ment. If struggling and striving in Torah are common experiences,

then why does the Torah make it sound so simple? To answer

this, we first need to ask: What are the challenges we face in our

mitzvah observance? How does this passage address those ob-

stacles and offer us guidance in overcoming them? In what way do

the messages of parashas Nitzavim help us in the season of teshuvah

during which it is read?

Associations

and Motivations

The most common impediment to spiritual growth is lack of

motivation. According to Rabbi Asher Weiss, it is actually a two-

part problem: a challenge of the mind and a challenge of the

heart.6 The first obstacle is a lack of knowledge. On the one hand,

Hashem constructed this world and His Torah with His highest

wisdom, and only He knows the deepest purpose of the mitzvos.

On the other hand, human beings were created with a sophisti-

cated intellect capable of grasping meaningful concepts, and we

should appreciate the reasons behind the mitzvos. Despite this

capability, since mitzvos are fulfilled through actions, not philoso-

phy, we tend to overemphasize their physical performance and

neglect our intellectual understanding. Even those individuals

6 Rav Asher Weiss on the Parashah, p. 302.
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who are involved in regular Torah learning often fail to study the

meaning of mitzvos.

Mitzvos are designed to bring God’s presence into this world,

and they should offer us tremendous spiritual pleasure. If we do

not appreciate the significance of various mitzvos, we are unable to

fulfill them with proper enthusiasm and joy. When we occupy

ourselves with technicalities of prescribed behaviors and neglect

to explore the inner associations, our Torah observance becomes

superficial routine. If performance of mitzvos deteriorates into

mindless habit, the emotional component of Torah is lost and its

impact on our souls is dulled. As a result, mitzvos become a lower

priority in our lives, or even worse, depreciate into a tedious

burden.

When we fail to draw spiritual pleasure from a Torah lifestyle,

our tendency is to seek gratification elsewhere. Therefore, the

natural outgrowth of casual, mechanical mitzvah observance is the

urge to indulge in temporal and materialistic undertakings. Seeking

superficial pleasures from the physical world is a self-serving en-

deavor that tends to numb the sensitivities of the soul.

Rabbi Weiss explains that this phenomenon leads to the

second obstacle, our resultant emotional disability. When we are

immersed in material pursuits, we are no longer able to fully

appreciate the beauty of mitzvos. Our hardened hearts leave us

unmotivated to exert any effort or energy into Torah observance.

Therefore we pray for Hashem’s help in overcoming this twofold

obstacle – ורוח נכון חדש בקרבי,לב טהור ברא לי אלוקים (create for me

a pure heart, Hashem, and a steadfast spirit renew within me).7 A

pure heart is one that feels an emotional connection to Hashem.

We pray that we should feel an intense desire to fulfill mitzvos.

7 Tehillim 51:12; see also Seforno.
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This motivation, however, is not enough. As the second half

of the pasuk states, ;ורוח נכון חדש בקרבי this request is that we be

granted renewed understanding of the Torah and its laws. Our

intellectual and emotional capacities are interdependent. They are

equally necessary in order to promote spiritual growth. When we

grasp and appreciate both the overt and underlying meanings of

mitzvos, we are inspired to fulfill them with enthusiasm.

These dual obstacles are addressed in the seemingly redun-

dant passage in our parashah: “it is not hidden from you and it is

not distant.” In the first phrase, the Torah declares that the deeper

meaning of the mitzvos “is not hidden from you.” Often the

deeper meaning of mitzvos seems to elude us, causing us to neglect

their observance. However, it only appears to be concealed from

us. In reality, there are many sefarim that do unveil the beauty and

depth of mitzvos. Today, even language is not a barrier for those

who are not fluent in Hebrew. Countless classic Jewish works

have been translated into multiple languages, readily providing us

with Torah-learning tools in virtually every language.

The second phrase, “it is not distant,” addresses the emo-

tional obstacle. We often feel emotionally distant from a mitzvah.

When one feels that a mitzvah is not relevant to him, it means that

his heart is desensitized to spiritual pleasure. Furthermore, a

mitzvah may seem very difficult, because it is considered in com-

parison to material pleasures that are achieved effortlessly.

To these challenges, the Torah responds as follows. “It is not

in heaven.” Torah seems beyond our comprehension; but it is not.

“It is not across the sea.” At times, a mitzvah might seem so

foreign to us, as if it originated from another universe; but the

Torah tells us that this is not the case. Every mitzvah is relevant in

every generation. This can only become apparent however if we

apply ourselves to learning about the various mitzvos, in order to
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open our hearts to the splendor of Torah. If we commit to regular

Torah study, beginning with areas that interest us, we ignite the

spark of enthusiasm that enables us to begin to grow spiritually.

Personal Responsibility

In sum, the main obstacle that prevents us from growing in

Torah or doing teshuvah is simply our own spiritual inertia, and our

apathy itself is caused by our ignorance. Fortunately, the tools to

address these issues are within our reach. There is readily available

Jewish literature replete with insights and interpretations for all the

commandments. Yet these resources are useless without human

initiative. It is our personal responsibility to exert the effort to

expand our intellect to understand the Torah to the best of our

ability, which will in turn arouse our passionate performance of

mitzvos.

This notion of personal accountability for accessing Torah may

be deduced by focusing on a different part of the passage from our

parashah. Rabbi Yisroel Belsky explains that the imagery conjured by

these verses convey a serious message about our individual respon-

sibility.8 “Who can cross to the other side of the sea for us and take

it for us, so that we can listen to it and perform it?” While at first

glance this appears to be a rhetorical question, this is actually not

the case. Traveling across the sea is not an impossible feat. Even

before modern maritime transportation methods were developed,

people did travel across the vast oceans for exploration or com-

merce. According to Rabbi Belsky, traversing the sea to fetch the

Torah could be as simple as hiring someone who has sailing skills

and a boat.

8 Einei Yisroel, p. 132.
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Rabbi Belsky makes a similar point regarding the imagery of

the Torah residing in heaven. “Who can ascend to the heaven for

us and take it for us, so that we may listen to it and perform it?”

The Jewish people had many prophets and outstanding leaders

who were on advanced spiritual levels; they could literally scale the

heavenly heights. Even in our times, there live great tzaddikim who

have the ability to traverse between our physical world and the

upper spiritual worlds. If the Torah were in heaven, we could find

a spiritual authority to bring the Torah down to us.

However, these two questions (about crossing the sea and

ascending to heaven) have the same ending, and thereby seem to

equally emphasize individual responsibility: “So that we can listen

to it and perform it.” Even if we feel intellectually outwitted

by Torah, we are still obligated to listen to it and pursue it. Even if

we feel emotionally detached from mitzvos, we are still bound to

perform them. Our spiritual journey to redemption is dependent

on mitzvah observance, and therefore any dramatic effort or ex-

traordinary expense to attain Torah is utterly justified.9 Our Sages of

the gemara interpret our passage with the following logic: since the

Torah is neither in heaven nor across the sea, therefore the Jewish

people are not obligated to ascend to the sky or navigate the ocean

to acquire it. However, if Hashem had indeed put the Torah in

either place, we would be required to exert the effort to travel there

to get it!10

If the stringency of the obligation does not diminish accord-

ing to the level of difficulty, why then does this passage emphasize

that the Torah is neither above our heads nor out of reach? Rabbi

Belsky explains that in this passage, Moshe Rabbeinu is teach-

ing the Jewish people a fundamental concept regarding a life of

9 Ethics from Sinai, p. 124.

10 Eruvin 55a.
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Torah. If Hashem had made the Torah extremely difficult to

access, our sense of responsibility to acquire the Torah would

almost certainly be diminished. In other words, if Torah were

across the sea, we would leave it to the brave sailors to make the

arduous journey in order to attain it. If Torah were perceived as

overly esoteric and cryptic, we would concede to the few lofty and

learned souls to learn it for us.

According to Rabbi Belsky, the central message of this pas-

sage is that we can not depend on others to accept the yoke of

Torah on our behalf. Therefore, the text accentuates the flaw in

the questions: “Who can ascend to the heaven for us and take it

for us? Who can cross to the other side of the sea for us and take

it for us?” The Torah answers: no one can take it for you. We are

obligated to bear personal responsibility to learn Torah on our

level and fulfill mitzvos to our best capacity. The accessibility of

Torah was intended to promote a sense of individual accountabili-

ty. Of course, we have role-models and teachers to guide us, but

they cannot fulfill the Torah on our behalf.

This notion of universal individual responsibility starkly con-

trasts with the philosophy of other religions, in which leaders

serve as emissaries of the masses.11 These clergymen acquire a

higher consecrated status and fulfill the religious duties of the

common people on their behalf. The Torah teaches us, however,

that every Jew is holy and capable of achieving a great spiritual

level. ו לי ממלכת כהנים וגוי קדושואתם תהי (you shall be for me a

kingdom of priests and a holy nation).12 Judaism does not sanction

11 However, a more consecrated person performing special tasks is not an anti-
Torah concept. For example, on Yom Kippur, the Kohein Gadol was an emissary
in striving for full atonement. The key distinction is that the efforts of a Jewish
emissary are only effective when accompanied by the people’s active participation.
Full atonement could only be attained when the people themselves did teshuvah.
12 Shemos 19:6.
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transferring the burden from our shoulders onto those of an

intermediary. One cannot be an eved Hashem through a surrogate.

We must accept responsibility for our own spiritual growth,

through personally learning Torah and observing mitzvos.

This approach reveals a lesson especially relevant to the

month of Elul and the High Holidays. A prerequisite to the spir-

itual work of this season is adopting a sense of personal duty and

obligation. “The matter is very near to you – in your mouth

and your heart – to perform it.” Accepting upon oneself the

yoke of Heaven is the core of our avodas Hashem during this time.

We must take the initiative and exert the effort to fulfill our

spiritual potential. Torah is accessible and teshuvah is achievable.

Recognition and Admission

Thus far, we have discussed how the textual nuances indicate

that Torah is accessible. However, if we focus on the opinion that

this passage refers to teshuvah, how do these same nuances apply to

the mitzvah of teshuvah specifically? What do the two phrases “it is

not hidden” and “it is not distant” imply in the context of repen-

tance? As we have seen, this passage asserts that “this command-

ment that I command you today” is a personal responsibility.

According to the Seforno, teshuvah not being “hidden” means that

we do not require a prophet to return to Hashem. Neither is it

“distant,” in that we do not need a wise sage to arouse Divine

mercy for us.

So how do we accomplish this? How do we initiate our spirit-

ual improvement? The verse itself tells us: “it is in your mouth and

your heart to perform it.” The Seforno explains that teshuvah is

up to us. We need to feel in our hearts an emotional connection

with Hashem, and know in our hearts Whom we have wronged.
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It is then our responsibility to use our mouths to articulate our

regret, through verbal confession to Hashem.13

Why do we find it so difficult to take teshuvah into our own

hands? What is the obstacle we face in trying to come closer to

Hashem? The key to commencing the teshuvah process is recogni-

tion. Rabbi Chaim Shmulevitz underscores that true recognition is

not a fleeting emotion, but rather a feeling in the depth of the

heart. As demonstrated by the Seforno’s comment, the awareness

that is necessary for doing teshuvah is twofold: consciousness of

God’s constant presence and cognizance of our erroneous be-

havior. We often fail to acknowledge our place in this world.

Hashem has granted human beings free will and advanced intellec-

tual capacities, both of which foster a misleading sense of personal

power. According to Rabbi Shmulevitz, herein lies the false

perception that we control the world, and not Hashem.14

The first element is consciousness of God’s constant pres-

ence. If awareness of God is relegated to the back burner, so to

speak, we immerse ourselves instead in the countless minutiae of

daily physical existence. As a result, we spiral down into a pattern

of mindless living, feeling no sense of accountability to a Higher

authority. Even if we still fulfill His mitzvos, we perform them by

rote. Yeshayahu HaNavi rebuked the people for this behavior:

“Because this nation has approached Me, honoring Me with their

mouths and lips, but their heart was far from Me, and their

fear of Me was only by force of habit.”15 Rabbi Shimshon

Dovid Pincus explains that when our prayers become lip service,

they demonstrate that even our yiras shamayim has deteriorated into

thoughtless habit.

13 Seforno, as quoted by Rabbi Price in MiZekeinim Esbonan, p. 103.

14 As quoted by Rabbi Price in MiZekeinim Esbonan, p. 103.

15 Yeshayahu 29:13.
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When our perception of God remains like that of a young

child, we are (as the verse states) far from Hashem. If our re-

lationship with Hashem is immature, frozen in the time of our

youth when we first discovered Him, then we are distant from

Hashem – by the span of many years!16 If we conduct our lives by

fulfilling the Torah on auto-pilot, without a sense of responsibility

or mission, teshuvah is indeed a foreign concept. Without a funda-

mental awareness of God and our relationship with Him, we can-

not even begin to return to Him.

The second kind of recognition that is a prerequisite to re-

pentance is awareness of one’s errors. We cannot expect to devel-

op spiritually if we don’t acknowledge that there is room to

improve. On the most basic level, we are often blind to our own

spiritual flaws. Why do we fail to recognize our own mistakes?

Aren’t we our own toughest critics? As mentioned, weakness in

consciousness of God diminishes our sense of religious purpose.

Once released from accountability for our actions, we tend to

adopt a sense of complacency. Rabbi Moshe Reiss emphasizes the

danger in this kind of apathetic attitude, in which we easily and ha-

bitually forgive ourselves for sins. When one transgresses and says,

“It’s alright”, he lacks any starting point for return.17

We are held accountable for not identifying our wrongful con-

duct, as Yirmiyahu HaNavi states: הנני נשפט אותך על אמרך לא חטאתי

(behold I am [entering] into judgment with you because of your

saying: I have not sinned).18 Avoiding responsibility is the most

common cause of our lack of awareness. Sometimes we con-

sciously hesitate to look in the mirror – to honestly assess our re-

ligious conduct. Examining our failings can be a discouraging

16 Mo’adei Hashanah, p. 28.

17 MeiRosh Tzurim, p. 355.

18 Yirmiyahu 2:35.
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process, so we often avoid this discomfort and opt for ignorance

instead. However, our sins would perhaps be less disheartening if

we realized the role they could play in our personal development.

Rabbi Chaim Shmulevitz underscores that, paradoxically, a

transgression actually has the potential to inspire the greatest

spiritual achievement.19 How so? A serious obstacle to growth is

the inertia generated by living as a creature of habit. Uninspired

mitzvah performance does not cause a spiritual standstill; rather,

it leads to spiritual decay. Moshe Rabbeinu described this pattern

in the verse: כי תוליד בנים ובני בנים ונושנתם בארץ והשחתם ועשיתם פסל

(when you will give birth to children and grandchildren and you

will remain in the Land for a long time, you will become corrupt

and you will make an idol).20 The Ramban interprets the term

ונושנתם (and you will remain for a long time) to mean “and you

will become old, used.” Becoming too habitual and set in our ways

ultimately results in corruption that is akin to idolatry.21

What can break our habits and arouse us from our spiritual

slumber? Sometimes a grave error can serve as a wake-up call, the

alarm that opens our eyes to witness our decline. A transgression

can serve as “shock therapy”, reawakening our consciousness of

Hashem and our responsibilities in this world.

The elements of surprise and novelty are effective tools in

spiritual growth, even when they are not utilized in the context

of transgressions. For example, as related in parashas Beshalach,

Moshe Rabbeinu knew that Hashem would provide a double

portion of manna on Friday to sustain the people on Shabbos.

However, Moshe Rabbeinu purposely postponed informing the

19 Reb Chaim’s Discourses, p. 68.

20 Devarim 4:25.

21 Reb Chaim’s Discourses, p. 68.
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people about this; that way, after a few days of receiving a single

portion, they would be genuinely surprised on Friday to see the

extra portion. Had Moshe Rabbeinu told the people in advance,

the exciting impact of the double manna would surely have been

diminished.22 Moshe Rabbeinu utilized the element of surprise to

shake off the people’s lethargy and inspire their enthusiasm.

The essence of teshuvah is that the sin itself becomes the im-

petus for spiritual renewal. That is why our Sages teach us: “In

the place the ba’al teshuvah stands, even tzaddikim cannot stand.”23

The call to repentance is articulated in the famous verse in Hoshea:

אלוקיך'השובה ישראל עד  (return, Israel, unto Hashem your God).24

Our Sages explain the use of the word עד implies that teshuvah

reaches up to Hashem’s throne.25 How it gets there is explained by

the continuation of the verse: כי כשלת בעונך (for you have stumbled

by your sins). This phrase means that the impact of the stumbling

can bring a person closer to Hashem. It is therefore not surprising

that according to Reish Lakish, teshuvah has the power to trans-

form purposeful transgressions into merits.26 Sinful behavior is

considered meritorious only in hindsight, when it serves as a

catalyst for repentance and stronger loyalty to Hashem.

Intimidation about Initiation

Thus far, we have analyzed some common obstacles to Torah

and teshuvah, along with suggested approaches to surmounting them.

22 ibid.

23 Berachos 34b.

24 Hoshea 14:2.

25 Yoma 86a.

26 Yoma 86b based on Yechezkel 33:19: “And when the wicked turns back from his
wickedness, and acts with justice and righteousness, he shall live for [his acts].”
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Study and appreciation of the meaning behind mitzvos engenders

our fervent observance. Understanding and motivation are inter-

dependent. Enthusiastically pursuing a Torah lifestyle cultivates a

sense of personal responsibility: no one else can serve as our em-

issary. We gain a broader perspective of Hashem being in control

and of our role in serving Him. But once we have gained both the

awareness and the sense of religious duty to acquire Torah or do

teshuvah, what is next?

Both the vastness of Torah literature and difficulty of teshuvah

make them daunting to approach. There is so much Torah to learn –

Tanach, Mishnah, Gemara, Halachah, Mussar, Chassidus … I’ll never get

through it all. Or: There so many areas in which to improve, I have so far to go!

When faced with the challenge of spiritual work, we often

develop a sudden fear of heights. This anxiety is aroused when we

over-magnify the duties we have to perform. In this light, the

verses may be interpreted as an overstatement of our responsibili-

ties. “Who can ascend to the heaven for us?” The amount and

profundity of Torah I need to learn are way above my head! “Who can

cross to the other side of the sea for us?” Doing teshuvah is way out of

my reach, it’s not for me! When we think that Torah is way above us

and teshuvah is far beyond us, this exaggerated conviction is a

common obstacle called “beginning.” As our Sages have stated:

שכל התחלות קשות (all beginnings are difficult).27

At times, the biggest impediment to spiritual development is

feeling intimidated by starting in the first place. Rabbi Menachem

Freiman illustrates this concept with the following parable.28 A

fool and a wise man once discovered a loaf of bread suspended by

a string from a high ceiling. Overwhelmed by the staggering height

27 See Rashi Shemos 19:5, quoting Mechilta.

28 Sha’arei Derech, p. 350.
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of the dangling bread, the fool exclaimed, “Wow! That bread is so

far out of reach! Who could ever grasp it?”

The wise man, in contrast, thought to himself, “As surely as

someone was able to hang it up there, someone else can take it

down.” The wise man proceeded to bring a ladder, climb up and

take the loaf. Thus, he who says, “I can’t learn all the Torah!

I can’t do complete repentance!” is likened to the fool who thinks

the bread is unapproachable. The difference between foolishness

and wisdom is bringing a ladder. If we don’t even pause to con-

sider our possibilities (how can I ever approach Torah and

teshuvah?) then we often tend to give up before we ever begin.

The tendency of beginnings being inherently difficult presents

another reason why the elements of surprise and renewal are

critical tools. If we never take a fresh look at the prayers in the

siddur or we never attempt a new approach to a mitzvah, then we

will never feel empowered to conquer the challenges of beginning.

When we are spiritually re-energized, then we can dispel the

illusion that teshuvah is impossible and Torah learning is insur-

mountable. Once we break through the difficult first level, then

we can see for ourselves that teshuvah is not out of reach and

Torah is not esoteric.

That first step is conveyed by the final verse in the passage: “in

your mouth and your heart.” Our words have power to fashion

a new reality. The Hebrew expressions for “word” and “thing” are

the same: .דבר Hashem created the entire world through His speech.

Articulating intentions to expand Torah knowledge or to refine

behavior are the first steps of shaping notions into reality. Making

a mental and verbal commitment to Hashem is an effective tool

in personal development because by doing so, one is immediately

transformed.29

29 Rabbi Zelig Pliskin, Growth Through Torah, p. 456.
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The initial personal pledge to improve is the beginning of

achievement, as is expressed in the verse in Mishlei: אם תבקשנה ככסף 

ודעת אלוקים תמצא'האז תבין יראת :וכמטמונים תחפשנה (if you seek it as if

it were silver, if you search for it as if it were hidden treasures:

then you will understand the fear of Hashem and discover the

knowledge of God.)30 Rabbi Moshe Ibgui expounds that the word

אז (then) emphasizes that in the same moment one seeks Torah,

he finds Torah.31

Just by simply initiating personal growth, we actually attain it.

This concept is also illustrated at the time of receiving the Torah:
אם שמוע תשמעו בקולי ושמרתם את בריתי והייתם לי סגולה מכל העמיםועתה

(And now if you will surely listen to My voice and keep my

covenant, then you shall be a treasure to Me from among all

people).32 Expounding on the word ,ועתה Rashi comments: “If you

accept these commandments upon yourself now, it will be sweet

for you from now on, because כל התחלות קשות (all beginnings are

difficult).33 If we commit ourselves to a spiritual goal, we have

already attained it to a certain degree.

Initiating spiritual growth is in our control. Learning Torah

and doing teshuvah are dependent on the effort we expend to

actualize our potential. Do we seek it with the unrestrained vigor

of one who looks for silver or searches for hidden treasure? Our

hesitance often comes from underestimating our abilities to

achieve long-range spiritual goals. We perceive learning Torah and

doing teshuvah with dichotomous thinking: all-or-nothing, perfec-

tion or failure. This flawed mindset generates unrealistic personal

objectives, which can be disillusioning. Our Sages advise us about

30 Mishlei 2:4-5.

31 Chochmas HaMatzpun, p. 402.

32 Shemos 19:5.

33 Rashi Shemos 19:5, quoting Mechilta.
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this with the following famous directive in Pirkei Avos: “You are

not obligated to complete the work, but neither are you free to

desist from it.”34

In order to succeed, spiritual ambition must be channeled in-

to small, practical steps that are executed with consistency. For

example, one could commit to learning parashas hashavua for just

ten minutes a day. Or a person might decide to study two halachos

of shmiras halashon every morning. If someone wants to improve in

interpersonal mitzvos, he might decide to greet five people with a

smile every day. Achieving short-range goals in succession builds

the momentum and discipline to refine ourselves. Furthermore,

explains Rabbi Daniel Ochyan, Hashem rewards our dedication to

personal refinement with heavenly assistance. Siyata d’shmaya is

granted to those who exert the effort, and they surely see the fruits

of their spiritual labors.35

Real growth is a gradual process, the cumulative effect of

many achievable steps. Unfortunately, religious fervor can some-

times inspire a person to take radical steps to search for mystical

fulfillment. Rabbi Ochyan underscores the importance of looking

for spiritual satisfaction within Torah guidelines; we must look for

Torah and teshuvah in all the right places. This concept sheds light

on yet another interpretation of our passage: “it is not distant … it

is very near to you.” Torah is right in our backyard! We won’t

find authentic inspiration by separating ourselves from daily life

or exploring the mystical practices of other cultures. Making

drastic foreign lifestyle changes ultimately leads to emptiness and

disappointment. Genuine personal growth is achieved through

the everyday, small persistent steps within a traditional Torah

framework.

34 Pirkei Avos 2:21.

35 Ohr Dani’el, p. 455.
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Ignite the Fire Inside

As discussed above, this passage underscores our misguided

sense of reliance on others to allow us to access Torah and

teshuvah. “Who can ascend to the heaven for us and take it for us?

Who can cross to the other side of the sea for us?” We mistakenly

think that the Torah is too complex to understand or teshuvah is

too difficult to attempt, and we therefore need to somehow

partner with others in these endeavors. Rabbi Chaim Ezra Cohen

explains that this flawed thinking is the root of our weakness in

avodas Hashem.36

When we make our personal growth contingent on other

people, we are left disappointed and unfulfilled. In general, today’s

youth generally lacks the work ethic that was the cultural norm in

previous generations. This indolent attitude can be found even in

young spiritual seekers. On the one hand, they attend classes or

learning venues; yet, on the other hand, they sit back and say,

“Inspire me.” They try to shift the responsibility of their personal

growth onto the shoulders of their teachers. This results in dis-

enchantment and dejection, both of which hinder personal

development and growth.

We tend to justify our lack of spiritual advancement by listing

the factors that work against us. For example: I was very busy at the

office this week. My young kids at home are so needy. I didn’t benefit from

a religious upbringing. The maintenance of the home is so time-consuming.

My parents didn’t provide me with a formal Jewish education.

We erroneously believe that spiritual achievements are subject

to outside circumstances. The Torah dispels this notion by stating:

“the matter is very near to you.” Personal and spiritual develop-

ment does not depend on external catalysts, circumstances or

36 Talelei Chaim, p. 727.
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conditions. Rabbi Cohen explains that whereas physical endeavors

(such as building a house, for example) generally does require the

assistance of outside tools and experts, spiritual growth is unique.

Torah and teshuvah are achieved by utilizing one’s own innate dual

abilities: “your mouth and your heart” – internal and autonomous

God given tools.

Spiritual development is our personal responsibility for another

reason. By relying on other people or external factors, we essentially

subordinate ourselves to circumstances outside our control. Our

excuses for spiritual stagnancy multiply, and our enslavement to the

environment becomes a permanent impediment to growth. When

we accept Torah and teshuvah as our individual duty, we recognize

the statement of our Sages: אין הדבר תלוי אלא בי (it’s up to me

alone!)”37

Personal refinement should be neither dependent on nor

deterred by external factors. While the weight of responsibility

might seem initially intimidating, our self-reliance is actually em-

powering. Spiritual independence means that no peripheral force

stands in the way of our capacity to learn Torah or do teshuvah.

What is the source of power that authenticates our spiritual

autonomy? The verse tells us: “The matter is very near to you.”

This is the ultimate closeness, explains Rabbi Cohen, which is

“inside you.” The power to improve lies within you – in the soul,

which is a spark of Godliness.

The Jewish soul is compared to a princess; she has authority

and royalty because she is a direct descendant of the King. When

we stand on the periphery and surrender Torah or teshuvah to

another entity, we are relinquishing that spiritual authority by dis-

tancing ourselves from our souls. When social pressure becomes

37 Avodah Zarah 17a.
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the dominating influence on our decisions, we become deaf to our

heart’s intuition. Our twofold mission is as follows: to free

ourselves from unhealthy dependence on outside factors and to

heed the inner voice of the heart.

Rav Wolbe emphasizes that the “closeness” of this verse is

not describing physical proximity between two separate entities.38

Rather, it means that Torah in an integral part of our being, so we

are already “hard-wired” for spiritual growth. Hashem has given

us a pure and holy soul, so that all our spiritual reserves are

embedded within us from birth. It is not in heaven or across the

sea, because Torah and teshuvah are not separate from us.

The Ramchal underscores the difference between secular and

Torah study using a similar idea. Secular knowledge is external and

can be acquired, but Torah is internal and is therefore unveiled.39

This notion is illustrated by our Sages’ description of an angel

teaching all of Torah to each Jewish embryo in utero. Before birth,

the angel taps the baby on the lips, and he forgets all the Torah

learned in the womb.40 What does this imagery represent? It

demonstrates that approaching Torah study is not embarking on

foreign territory, but rather renewal and rediscovery of that which

is intuitive and subconsciously familiar. The tap on the lips is not a

punishment, but a Divine gift that rewards our future exertion in

Torah with a warm sense of homecoming.

Moshe Rabbeinu’s encouraging message of “the matter is

very near to you” implies that our Torah and teshuvah efforts are

not starting from ground zero. The Ramchal offers the following

analogy: Torah is compared to glowing coals. To create a fire,

38 As quoted by Rabbi Schlesinger, Eileh HaDevarim, p. 458.

39 As quoted by Rabbi Schlesinger, ibid.

40 Niddah 30b; the gemara uses this midrash to explain the small indentation be-
neath the nose.
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one does not need to ignite a match. He only needs to blow on

the hot coals. The fire lies hidden inside the glowing coals. Our

growth in Torah does not need to be ignited from scratch, like

trying to light a cold mound of coals. All we need to do is fan

the coals, and they will catch fire. Our mission is to actualize the

spiritual potential that already lies within us. When we accept

the responsibility for our own development, Hashem reveals the

extraordinary abilities we never realized were hidden inside us.41

Alienation and Remediation

At this point, let us return to our initial fundamental question

on this passage. If indeed the Torah is accessible, and so near to

us that it is actually a part of us, then why does it seem so far?

Spiritual improvement does not come effortlessly or instanta-

neously. The yetzer hara works full-time to distract us from our

mission of personal development. Therefore, we need to constant-

ly refresh our mindset and revitalize our energy toward our

spiritual goals. While this ongoing struggle makes us feel as

though Torah is distant and unattainable, in reality, if we turn our

hearts and mind toward attaining Torah, it is right there waiting

for us.

What specific phenomenon creates this illusion of distance?

Our Sages reveal the answer by expounding the following verse:

לא יהיה בך אל זר ולא תשתחוה לאל נכר (you shall not have among you

a strange god and you shall not prostrate to a foreign god).42

Our Sages declare, “What ‘strange god’ is בך – inside a person?

The evil inclination.”43 The yetzer hara conveys a false impression

41 Rabbi Mordechai Druk, Darash Mordechai, p. 266.

42 Tehillim 81:10.

43 Shabbos 105.
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of distance, because it is an אל זר (a strange god) – the destructive

power of estrangement. This force alienates us from the Godli-

ness of our own souls, and we become emotionally and intellec-

tually isolated from Torah.

Being out of touch with the spiritual beat of our hearts de-

monstrates distance from Hashem. This notion is illustrated by

the same pasuk cited above: “Because this nation has approached

Me, honoring Me with their mouths and lips, but their heart was

far from Me, and their fear of Me was only by force of habit.”44

Rabbi Cohen explains that the words ולבו רחק ממני indicate that

whoever distances his heart from Hashem is in reality distancing

himself from his own heart.45 When we fail to pay attention to

our genuine spiritual yearnings, we alienate ourselves from Torah

and Hashem Himself.

We live in a culture that demands instant gratification. Ac-

complishment in Torah, however, is not immediate. The fact that

we are inherently pre-programmed for Torah study does not imply

that it happens all at once. The first step we take, the blowing on

the fiery coals, needs to be the first of many, successive small

steps. Similarly, we sometimes mistakenly assume that the decision

to do teshuvah leads to an overnight complete metamorphosis. In

reality, there are different levels of teshuvah.

The most intensive teshuvah needs to meet all three conditions

of the Rambam: the identical situation of the previous sin, the same

urge to sin, and refrain from committing the sin.46 However, Rabbi

Frand illustrates that teshuvah may also be a gradual, cumulative

process. These two permutations of repentance can be symbolized

44 Yeshayahu 29:13.

45 Talelei Chaim, p. 727.

46 See the beginning of Hilchos Teshuvah in the Rambam’s Mishneh Torah.
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by the two ways to attain ritual purity in Temple times. One way is

through immersion in a mikveh. The second way is through the

sprinkling of the purifying waters. The latter is less drastic, but is

equally transformative, drop by drop.47

In this season of reflection and self-examination, let us take

Moshe Rabbeinu’s parting words to heart. Just as the Jewish

nation was encouraged by his words before their entrance into the

Land, we should also be inspired by his messages. “It is not

hidden or distant.” We can delve into a deeper understanding of

mitzvos and better appreciate the beauty of Torah. “It is not in

heaven, nor is it across the sea.” Our enthusiastic fulfillment of

mitzvos will bring about such spiritual satisfaction that we will have

no desire to search for pleasures in the material realm. Torah, the

ultimate source of spiritual gratification, is right in our backyard,

eliminating the need to seek out temporal indulgences farther

afield.

Finally, it is incumbent upon us to reawaken our awareness

of Hashem and our role in this world. “Who can ascend to the

heaven for us? Who can cross to the other side of the sea for us?”

No one else can. We are personally accountable for our own

spiritual development. No one can do it for us. Our bread might

seem suspended high in the air, but we only need to bring the

ladder. The coals are already warm, waiting for us to ignite them

into a high flame. “The matter is very near to you.” Torah is

innately embedded in us – “in your mouth and your heart.”

Armed with the spiritual purity and energy of our Godly souls, we

return to Hashem and His Torah with a whole, emotionally

connected heart.

47 Rabbi Frand in Print, p. 40. These two methods are derived from the following
verses: “The mikveh of Israel is Hashem” (Yirmiyahu 17:13) and “I will sprinkle
upon you the purifying waters and you will be purified” (Yechezkel 36:25).


